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Abstract

For the speech�to�speech translation system verbmobil the dialogue component
has the task of providing contextual information for other verbmobil subcom�
ponents and to follow the �ow of the dialogue
 Since verbmobil operates on
demand� only parts of the dialogue are processed using syntactic and semantic
knowledge
 Therefore� robustness with respect to incomplete structures is a
basic requirement
 We show the performance of the statistic prediction module
and the planning module under such conditions


� Introduction

verbmobil combines the two key technologies speech processing and machine
translation
 The goal of this project is the development of a prototype for the
translation of spoken dialogues between two persons who want to �nd a date
for a business meeting �for more detail on the objectives of verbmobil see
�Wahlster� ������
 A special characteristic of verbmobil is that both partici�
pants are assumed to have at least a passive knowledge of English which is used
as intermediate language
 Translations are produced on demand so that only
parts of the dialogue are processed
 If verbmobil is inactive� shallow processing
by a keyword spotter takes place which allows the system to follow the dialogue
at least partially


�This work was funded by the German Federal Ministry for Education� Research� Science
and Technology �BMBF� in the framework of the verbmobil project under grant ��IV���K���
The responsibility for the contents of this study lies with the authors�

This report also appears in the Proceedings of the ESCA Workshop on Spoken Dialogue
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Dialogue processing in verbmobil di�ers from systems like sundial and
evar �Andry� ����� Niedermair� �����Mast et al�� ����� in two important points�
��� verbmobil mediates the dialogue between two human dialogue participants�
the system is not a participant of its own� i
e
 it does not control the dialogue
as it happens e
g
 in the �ight scheduling scenario of sundial� ��� verbmobil
processes maximally � � of the dialogue contributions in depth� i
e
 when the
�owner� of verbmobil speaks German only
 The rest of the dialogue can only
be followed by a keyword spotter


� The Dialogue Component � an Overview

The dialogue component within verbmobil has four major tasks�

� to support the speech recognition and the linguistic analysis when process�
ing the speech signal
 Top�down predictions made by the dialogue modul
restrict the search space of other verbmobil components �Young et al��
����� Andry� �����


� to provide contextual information for other verbmobil components �Rip�
plinger and Caroli� ����� LuperFoy and Rich� �����


� to follow the dialogue when verbmobil is o��line by using a keyword
spotter
 This device scans the input for a small set of predetermined
words which are characteristic for certain stages of the dialogue
 From
the recognized words� the most probable speech act is inferred
 Keyword
spotting is currently rather unreliable


� to control clari�cation dialogues between verbmobil and its users


The abovementioned requirements cannot be met when only a single method
of processing is used
 Therefore we chose a hybrid ��layered approach �see �g

�� where the layers di�er with respect to the type of knowledge they use


We share with other approaches �e
g
 �Niedermair� ������ the assumption
that the intentions of dialogues can be described by speech acts
 From the
analysis of the verbmobil corpus� we de�ned �� speech acts for the domain
of appointment scheduling �for a detailed description see �Maier� ������
 They
are shown as part of the dialogue model in �gure �
 The main part at the
top describes the expected sequence of speech acts� while the subnetwork at
the lower left side describes spech acts for digressions which can occur at every
stage in the dialogue


The three subcomponents of the dialogue module are

A Statistic Module The task of the statistic module is the prediction of the
following speech act� using knowledge about speech act frequencies in our
training corpus
 �Reithinger� ����� shows a prediction accuracy of ap�
proximately �� for the three best predictions
 Training and test data
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Figure �� Architecture of the dialogue module

are selected from currently over � annotated dialogues of the verbmo�
bil corpus


A Finite State Machine �fsm� The �nite state machine describes the se�
quence of speech acts that are admissible in a standard appointment
scheduling dialogue as described by our dialogue model
 The fsm checks
the ongoing dialogue whether it is compatible with the model


A Planner The hierarchical left�to�right planner processes speech acts making
extensive use of contextual knowledge
 Since processing is sensitive to
inconsistencies� robustness and backup�strategies are the most important
features of this component


Both the �nite state machine and the planner are used to implement the
possible speech act sequences as de�ned in the dialoguemodel
 While incomplete
dialogues are not part of the language de�ned by the fsm� the planner has
speci�c strategies to cope with such phenomena �see section ��


During dialogue processing tree�like structures are built which mirror the
structure of the dialogue as pursued so far
 The dialogue memory consists
of three structural layers� ��� an intentional structure representing dialogue
phases and speech acts as occurring in the dialogue� ��� a thematic structure
representing the dates being negotiated� and ��� a referential structure keeping
track of lexical realizations
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� Predicting Incomplete Dialogues

The prediction algorithm is based on the dynamic interpolation formula of
�Jellinek� ����� adapted for speech act processing �Reithinger� �����
 Using
conditional speech act frequencies� we compute the most probable follow up
speech acts
 These predictions are e
g
 used by the analysis components to
narrow down the search space


Since verbmobil currently tracks only �� of the dialogue� we compared the
performance of the prediction algorithm when applied to complete and incom�
plete dialogues
 Figure � shows hit rates of the predictions for two experiments

TS� uses �� complete dialogues as training material and �� as test data
 TS�
uses only the contributions of one dialogue partner of the same �� dialogue as
training material and the contributions of one speaker of ��� dialogues as test
data
 As can be seen� prediction accuracy decreases about �� to �� for the
incomplete dialogues
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Figure �� Prediction hit rates for complete and incomplete dialogues

� Plan�based Treatment Dialogue Processing

To incorporate constraints and to allow decisions to trigger follow�up actions
a plan�based approach has been chosen as one layer of dialogue processing

Planning proceeds in a top�down fashion� i
e
 each plan operator is characterized
by a goal which can be decomposed into subgoals
 These subgoals have to be
achieved individually and in a prespeci�ed sequence in order for the whole plan
to be ful�lled
 Our top�level dialogue goal� for example� is decomposed into
three subgoals each of which is responsible for the treatment of one dialogue
segment� the introductory phase� the negotiation phase and the closing phase

Iterated application of plan operators can also be speci�ed
 In our hierarchy
of plan operators the leaves� i
e
 the most speci�c operators� correspond to the
individual speech acts
 The application of plan operators is mainly controlled
by pragmatic and contextual constraints
 Among these constraints are� for
example� features related to the discourse participants �acquaintance� level of
expertise etc
� and features related to the dialogue history �e
g
 the occurrence
of a certain speech act in the preceding context�
 Also� our plan operators
contain an actions slot� where operations which are triggered after a successful
ful�llment of the subgoals are speci�ed� as e
g
 the construction of a dialogue
memory


� Treatment of Unexpected Input

One of the main tasks of the planner is to cope with incomplete knowledge or
with speech act information that does not coincide with a given dialogue state

In order to recover from such a state repair techniques have been incorporated
into the dialogue planner
 We currently use both statistical and knowledge�
based techniques exploiting the statistical model and the dialogue memory


The dialogue model speci�ed in the networks models all speech act sequences
that can be usually expected in an appointment scheduling dialogue
 In case
unexpected input occurs repair techniques have to be provided to recover from
such a state and to continue processing the dialogue in the best possible way

The treatment of these cases is the task of the dialogue planner


Two di�erent repair techniques have been developed to cope with cases where
unexpected input occurs� i
e
 when the incoming speech acts are not compatible
with the dialogue model
 The �rst method exploits knowledge available from the
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statistical component� the second method relies on a subset of plan operators�
the so�called repair�operators


The �rst method for error recovery is based on the hypothesis that the
attribution of only one speech act to a given utterance is insu�cient and that
an utterance has more than one speech act reading
 If an incompatible speech
act is encountered the statistical component is looked up in order to �nd out
whether a statistically relevant speech act exists which is able to bridge the
previous and the current �incompatible� speech act
 If such a speech act can be
found and if the insertion of this speech act renders the dialogue compatible a
multiple reading is proposed and the speech act is inserted


Planner� �� Processing AUFFORDERUNG�VORSCHLAG

Planner� �� Processing VORSCHLAG
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���
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BESTAETIGUNG � AKZEPTANZ BESTAETIGUNG �

Warning �� Repairing���

Planner� �� Processing VERABSCHIEDUNG

Figure �� Statistical Repair in a Sample Dialogue


To clarify this method we give an example for repair as occurring in a dia�
logue of our corpus �see �gure ��
 The trace shows how the incompatible speech
acts vorschlag �proposal� and bestaetigung �agreement� can be connected
inserting a speech act of type akzeptanz �acceptance�
 Since in our corpus
frequent cooccurrences of the speech acts akzeptanz and bestaetigung in
one utterance can be found while there are no examples for a simultaneous
occurrence of vorschlag and akzeptanz we give bestaetigung a multiple
reading


In cases where no statistical solution is possible plan�based repair is used

When an unexpected speech act occurs a plan operator is activated which distin�
guishes various types of repair
 Depending on the type of the incoming speech
act specialized repair operators are used
 The simplest case covers speech acts
which can appear at any point of the dialogue� as e
g
 deliberation and clar�
i�cation dialogues �klaerungsfrage and klaerungsantwort�
 We handle
these speech acts by means of repair in order to make the planning process more
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Figure �� Plan�based Repair in a Sample Dialogue


e�cient� Since these speech acts can occur at any point in the dialogue the plan�
ner in the worst case has to test for every new utterance whether it is one of the
speech acts which indicate a digression
 To prevent this the occurrence of one
of these speech acts is treated as an unforeseen event which triggers the repair
operator


As consequence of ful�lling one of the repair subgoals repair activates the
plan operator ergaenzung
 This operator �nally is responsible for the treat�
ment of all types of deviations which may also occur iteratively
 This plan
operator also suspends the planning process to insert speech acts of that type
into the intentional structure and then resumes the dialogue
 In �gure � we give
a partial trace and the corresponding intentional structure from another sample
dialogue where such a repair case occurs


In all other cases� for example if a speech act of the introduction phase occurs
during the closing phase� it is assumed that the current phase �i
e
 the closing
phase� has been terminated irregularly and that the dialogue proceeds from the
current speech act
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	 Conclusion

In this paper we described a three�layered approach for processing dialogues
in a speech�to�speech translation system
 In contrast to conventional dialogue
modules our system has to be able to cope with inconsistent and incomplete
input
 To this end speci�c repair techniques have been developed which allow
the system to follow the dialogue even when unexpected input occurs
 Statistical
and knowledge�based methods are combined in order to guarantee both e�cient
and robust dialogue processing
 Future developments concern the treatment of
multiple speech acts within one utterance� the addition of statistical weights to
the plan operators in order to make planning more e�cient� and the extension
of the scenario to the domain of travel planning
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